Client Shares
“What a treasure you are! I never realized that by
changing my image I could get a job on one interview,
get up-graded to First Class on a flight and attract
people to me in such a positive fashion. Your clear vision
and dedication to getting me to develop real style has
been invaluable this year. Thank you so much!”
Consultant, Armadale, New Jersey

About Missouri

"As a management consultant, I travel extensively for
business. By quickly assessing my needs and lifestyle,
Missouri knew exactly how to wardrobe me. I now own
3 suits that travel well, are easy to mix and match, and
are classic and versatile from day to evening."
IT Leader, Piscataway, New Jersey
"Missouri, I have to tell you how my week and half has
gone since our consultation in NY. Every person I know
who has seen me this last week and half has stopped in
their tracks to say how good I look. It has been
unbelievable. The changes, to me, are so subtle I never
expected the reaction I have received. My circle includes
bank executives and presidents, CEOs, Executive
Directors, COO, accountants, lawyers (of course),
lobbyists. I don’t know the magic dust you use, but there
is no doubt that you have found your calling. My
sincerest thanks to you."
Law Firm Partner, Baltimore, Maryland
"When my company implemented a business casual
policy, I turned to Missouri. It was easy for me to shop
for a suit, but I was lost when it came to understanding
appropriate business casual attire. Missouri had the
solution to my problem and was able to suggest and
shop for multiple outfits for me in colors that made me
feel wonderful."
Vice President, Banking, Totowa, New Jersey

With over 15 years in business with
clients from coast to coast and abroad,
Missouri has presented Image and
Wardrobe Workshops at Standard &
Poors, Johnson & Johnson, Merrill
Launch, Business & Professional
Women of Bernardsville, Epsilon Alpha
Chapter Xinos and many others. Years
as an award-winning fashion designer
and image consultant can provide you
with practical wardrobe solutions. Her
unique intuition and sense of style,
blended with her passion, is what
differentiates her and has clients keep
coming back.
Call to schedule your
Complimentary Consultation
732-447-4991

“I want to acknowledge the impact you have made on our lives. I can see that you have brought
my husband, Robin to exactly where he wanted to be in his personal presentation. He looks
consistently relaxed and very together. It is subtle and sophisticated and everything works. And it
is almost effortless to achieve that look. I love the wardrobe you have built for me. You have an
amazing ability to zero in on my personal style, choosing items that feel like my own taste only
better! I am ready for any occasion and can relax knowing my clothing and accessories and
makeup are all working for me.”
Top Level IT Executive's Professional Artist wife, Ottawa, Canada
Previously my image was inconsistent with my personality. As a personable, approachable, and
reliable person, my wardrobe was filled with clothing and colors which made me seem
unapproachable. Missouri formulated a plan to re-brand my image enabling me to achieve
colossal steps for my personal and professional future goals. She is one of the best in her field of
expertise."
IT Project Manager, Piscataway, NJ
“You help people become, on the outside, what they already are, on the inside. You showed me
how to translate who I am into an image that is enormously more effective than anything I could
have imagined. Now, who I am is evident in how I dress. "What you see is what you get!" I love
the freedom and self-expression that comes when my external image matches my own internal
vision. The best part is that, now, when I look in the mirror, I am reminded of who I really am in
the most powerful and positive way. It's a strong, reinforcing motivator. I can't shrink back, nor
would anyone expect me to. I "look the part." My image conveys who I am to my very core, and it
makes me incredibly happy.”
Corporate Sales Executive, New Jersey

